Yes ISCCS compliance process

CRC Recommends RUSADA Compliance with Conditions
ExCo Upholds CRC Recommendation

ISCCS compliance process

RUSADA Audit Conducted

Data Retrieved

CRC Recommends Continued RUSADA Compliance with Conditions
ExCo Upholds CRC Recommendation

ISCCS compliance process

Data Authentication

Tampering or Incomplete

CRC Reviews Tampering, Makes Recommendation
ExCo Decides on CRC Recommendation

ISCCS compliance process (with CAS as the ultimate decision-making body)

Authenticated

Required Samples Identified for Re-analysis

Use Data and/or Samples to Build Cases

Yes Samples Provided for Re-analysis
No

CRC Reviews Failure to Provide Samples, Makes Recommendation
ExCo Decides on CRC Recommendation

ISCCS compliance process (with CAS as the ultimate decision-making body)
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